A crossover is observed in the differential cross sections for the inelastic processes K"p -Q"p and E"p -, Q'p, from Kip data in the momentum range from 4 to 12 GeV/c. This phenomenon is evidence that Regge, in addition to Pomeron, exchanges contribute to Q meson production.
One of the well known features of elastic scattering is the "crossover" phenomenon where the differential cross sections for the reactions Xp -Xp and xp -Zp (X is ?;', K+, or p) have different forward slopes but become equal in magnitude in the vicinity of -t w 0.2 GeV 2 1 . The crossover effect recently has been interpreted as a sensitive probe of the Regge exchange contribution to the elastic scattering amplitude. 2
In this letter we report the first experimental observation of the crossover phenomenon in inelastic reactions.
A KL beam (with equal components of K"
and K" mesons) has been used to obtain a precise comparison of the Q" and a" differential cross sections free from problems of relative normalization. The reactions studied are
where Q (s) represents the wide Kn?'r mass enhancement centered near 1300 MeV and observed previously in many K*p experiments. 3 The data from reactions (1) and (2) are selected from the final state
as observed in the SLAC 40-inch hydrogen bubble chamber. The Q region is defined by 1100 < M(Knn) < 1500 MeV. The Q" (Go) events are selected by The differential cross sections for reactions (1) and (2) are presented in Fig. 1.5 The data are plotted versus t' = t-tmm, where ItminI is the minimum momentum transfer squared to the proton for a given Knn mass. Both reactions du do are well described by fits to a single exponential of the form z = dt' c ) o exp (Bt') .
Neither reaction shows a forward turnover. 6 The slopes of the forward peaks are quite different from each other, with B=5.9 f 0.5 GeV -2 for Q"p and B=9.7 k 0.7 GeVm2 for Gap. The crossover position is -t' = 0.13 + 0.03 GeV2.
We have also examined the slope parameters as a function of beam momentum and find that they are consistent with being independent of energy. We note that these features of Q production are in qualitative agreement with Kp elastic scattering data. In particular, for the momentum interval 5 -10 GeV/c elastic K+p and K-p differential cross sections have slopes B -5.5 and 7.5 GeV2, respectively, 7 and a crossover point near -t -0.2 GeV 2 .
It is generally believed that the Pomeron contribution to elastic scattering is the same for Xp -Xp and ?7p -%p. Assuming that this is also the case for "diffraction-dissociation" processes, one expects identical differential cross sections for K"p -Q"p and I?'p -Q"p. In contradiction to this prediction, the data in Fig. 1 exhibit significantly different slopes. In analogy to K*p elastic scattering we interpret this difference as arising from a Regge exchange contribution to the Q production amplitude.
To test this hypothesis we employ the procedure of Davier and Harari2 to obtain an estimate for the magnitude of the Regge exchange amplitude to Q production. It is assumed that the Pomeron contribution to Q and G production is purely imaginary and that duality constrains the Regge contribution to the This amplitude, 9 evaluated from the experimental data, is displayed in Fig. 2 .
The curve in Fig. 2 is taken from the exponential fits shown in Fig. 1 In summary we observe a crossover in the differential cross sections for K"p -Q"p and i?'p -Q"p. In analogy with elastic scattering, we interpret the crossover as the result of a significant Regge contribution to the Q production amplitude.
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